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Abstract—Wind power probabilistic forecast is a key input in
decision-making problems under risk, such as stochastic unit
commitment, operating reserve setting and electricity market
bidding. While the majority of the probabilistic forecasting meth-
ods are based on quantile regression, the associated limitations
call for new approaches. This paper described a new quantile
regression model based on the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert
Space (RKHS) framework. In particular, two versions of the
model, off-line and on-line, were implemented and tested for
a real wind farm. Results showed the superiority of the on-line
approach in terms of performance, robustness and computational
cost. Additionally, it was observed that, in the presence of
correlated data, the optimal on-line learning may cause unreliable
modelling. Potential solutions to this effect are also described and
implemented in the paper.

Index Terms—On-line, probabilistic forecast, quantile regres-
sion, Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS), wind power

I. INTRODUCTION

Presently, the increasing share of wind power in the gen-
eration portfolio of several control areas is demanding for a
revision of the operational practices and management tools
[1]. For instance, the Transmission System Operators (TSO)
of Portugal and Spain studied alternative methods for setting
the operating reserve requirements based on wind power
uncertainty forecasts [2][3]. In fact, wind power uncertainty
forecast is a vital input in decision-making problems under
risk, such as stochastic unit commitment [4], operating reserve
setting [5] and electricity market bidding [6].

The current wind power forecasting literature is rich in
statistical and machine learning applied to the point (or
deterministic) forecast problem. For probabilistic forecasting,
the algorithms are mainly based in three classes of models
[7][8]: (a) conditional kernel density estimation (KDE), (b)
semi-parametric regression and (c) quantile regression. It is
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important to stress that other representations for the wind
power uncertainty are also possible, such as ramp forecasting
[9] and temporal trajectories (or short-term scenarios) [10].

Two examples of conditional KDE algorithms are: (a) time-
adaptive quantile-copula estimator that produces density fore-
casts for the next hours using Numerical Weather Predictions
(NWP) as inputs and explores the non-parametric copula for
modelling the dependency between wind speed/direction and
power [11]; (b) two-stage approach that, firstly, uses a vec-
tor autoregressive moving average-generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroscedastic (VARMA-GARCH) model to cap-
ture wind speed and direction uncertainty forecast, secondly,
employs conditional KDE to model the relationship between
wind speed/direction and power (i.e., the power curve) [12].

One work about semi-parametric regression is presented
in [13], which proposes the use of generalized logit-Normal
distribution to enable a full characterization of the forecasted
densities by their location and scale parameters. Dynamic
models based on classical time series models (e.g., autoregres-
sive model) are proposed for the location and scale parameters.

The majority of the methods based on quantile regression
employed to model the non-linear relation between wind speed
and power use two well-known techniques, local regression
(or varying coefficients) [14] and additive models with splines
[15]. The main limitation of local quantile regression is
that the computational time increases significantly with the
number of predictors and it is also prone to overfitting. The
additive models require a correct choice of the splines for
different types of variables (e.g., categorical, circular) and a
hyperparameter is needed to each predictor variable.

This paper proposes a new quantile regression model based
on kernel methods. Kernel methods are a class of algo-
rithms oriented to pattern analysis that have been applied
to a number of problems, involving classification, regression
and time series forecasting (see [16] and references therein).
The presented model implements quantile regression in the
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) according to the
framework described in [17]. In this framework, the data from
the input space is transformed to the feature space using a
kernel matrix. In other words, this means transforming a non-
linear space into a high dimensional linear space where the



classical linear quantile regression technique can be applied.
This paper presents two original contributions:
• First application of the linear quantile regression in the

RKHS to the wind power probabilistic forecasting prob-
lem. Furthermore, it establishes a connection between
quantile regression and recent research in kernel learning
theory [18];

• Propose an on-line version based on the stochastic gradi-
ent descent method (inspired by [19]), in contrast to the
off-line version based on solving a quadratic optimization
problem with the interior-point method.

Optimal model parameters are obtained through k-fold cross-
validation. The role and meaning of the model parameters is
studied for one real wind farm. Furthermore, the on-line and
off-line approaches are also compared.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: section
II provides a description of the quantile regression models in
the RKHS, for both off and on-line standpoints. Section III
describes the employed data and the setup of the experiment.
The obtained results are presented and discussed in section IV.
Finally, the paper ends with concluding remarks in section V.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS

Let consider a number of observations in the form (xt, pt) ∈
Rn ×R+, where pt is the wind power output of a wind farm
or portfolio at time t, and xt is a vector with n explanatory
variables. In order to obtain a probabilistic forecast of pt
(in the form of a set of quantiles), a number of quantile
regression models can be implemented. A quantile regression
model establishes a functional relationship between x and
the τ -th quantile of the wind power output, denoted by qτ ,
where τ ∈ [0, 1]. From the definition of quantile, it holds
that P (p ≤ qτ ) = τ . Without loss of generality, a quantile
regression model can be written as follows:

qτ (x) = f(x) + b, (1)

where b is a bias term and f : Rn −→ R is a non-linear
function.

In the following, it is assumed that f(x) is linear in a certain
feature space given by the feature map ϕ : Rn → F , that is:

f(x) = 〈w, ϕ(x)〉. (2)

It is also assumed that f belongs to H, a Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert Space (RKHS) defined by the reproducing kernel (also
referred to as kernel matrix) k(x1, x2) = 〈ϕ(x1), ϕ(x2)〉. From
that, the so-called reproducing property holds [18]:

〈f, k(x, ·)〉H = f(x). (3)

In order to set the model parameters, w and b, the following
regularised risk functional, evaluated over N samples, is to be
minimised:

R1:N :=
1

N

N∑
t=1

lτ (pt, q
τ (xt)) +

λ

2
‖f‖2H, (4)

where, according to quantile regression theory [17],
lτ (pt, q

τ (xt)) is the pinball function, given by:

lτ (pt, q
τ (xt)) =

{
τ · (pt − qτ (xt)) if pt ≥ qτ (xt)
(τ − 1) · (pt − qτ (xt)) if pt < qτ (xt)

,

(5)

and ‖·‖2H is the norm in the RKHS, which is employed
to measure the complexity of the function f . The so-called
regularization parameter, λ, provides a means to handle the
balance between the committed forecast error (first term in the
right side of (4) and the function complexity (second term),
that is, the balance between bias and variance when estimating
qτ (x).

Finally, it is noted that the reproducing kernel, k(·, ·), must
meet certain conditions to be considered an admissible kernel.
A number of admissible kernels are provided in [20]. From
here on, we assume k(·, ·) to be the radial basis function
kernel, given by:

k(x1, x2) = exp (−σ‖x1 − x2‖2), (6)

where σ is a parameter related to the kernel width. According
to [21], this kernel is a general purpose kernel well-suited
for situations in which no prior knowledge about the data is
available. Note that, with the definition provided in (6), small
σ values lead to large kernel widths. It is also remarked that
the optimal σ value needs to be properly assessed during the
modelling stage, as it has a direct impact on the aforemen-
tioned bias/variance balance.

In the following sections, the presented quantile regression
model is particularised for two different learning strategies:
the off-line and the on-line learning.

A. Off-line model

Under the off-line learning standpoint, the model for the
τ -th quantile, qτoff (x), is obtained from the minimisation of
(4) for a given training set with N0 samples (xt, pt), with
1 ≤ t ≤ N0. After this process, the model remains fixed and
is solely employed to generate forecasts.

From the Support Vector Machine literature (see [20],
among others), the problem at hand can be manipulated so that
the model can be written in the form of a kernel expansion:

qτoff (x) =
N0∑
i=1

αik(xi, x) + b, (7)

where the N0+1 model coefficients, {b, α1, α2, ..., αN0
}, are

obtained by solving the dual optimisation problem of (4). To
this end, the interior point algorithm available in the R package
kernlab [21] will be employed. The power of (7) is that, once



the model is determined, generating a forecast merely requires
N0 evaluations of k(xi, x), whose computational cost increases
fairly little with the dimension of x.

Taking all that into consideration, given a training set with
N0 samples and specific values for the parameters σ and
λ, the off-line model qτoff (x) can be determined. In order to
illustrate the impact of these parameters on the aforementioned
bias/variance balance, Fig. 1 has been performed. This figure
shows the obtained quantiles qτ=0.2

off and qτ=0.8
off conditioned

to the forecast wind speed (see section III for details on the
employed data), with parameter values favouring either the
bias (small σ and large λ values, blue lines) or the variance
(large σ and small λ values, orange lines). Since the underlying
function between wind speed and power is the well-known
power curve, the figure clearly reveals the need for appropriate
σ and λ values.
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Figure 1. Conditional quantiles τ = 0.2 and τ = 0.8 of the wind power
reflecting two situations: high bias (blue lines) and high variance (orange
lines).

B. On-line model

On-line learning is an incremental process in which the
model integrates information as new observations are avail-
able. One of the main advantages of this strategy in the case
of wind power forecasting is that the model is able to account
for smooth variations of the underlying dynamics of the wind
power output across time, which are likely to happen because
of meteorological seasonalities and the wind turbine aging.
Consequently, the quantile model evolves over time, from an
initial arbitrary state, let say qτon,1(x) = b0, to a certain state
at time instant t, described by:

qτon,t(x) =
t−1∑
i=1

αik(xi, x) + bt−1, (8)

according to data delivering and a set of predefined learning
rules. These learning rules are to be obtained by applying the
stochastic gradient descent in Hilbert Space [19]. Stochastic

gradient descent means that only the most recent error is
included in the cost function, which collapses into Rt:t (see
(4)). Since the minimisation occurs in the RKHS, the gradient
is computed with respect to the function qτon. Mathematically:

qτon,t+1 = qτon,t − η
∂Rt:t
∂qτon

∣∣∣∣
qτon=q

τ
on,t

, (9)

where η is the learning rate, which is assumed to be constant
in this work.

From (9), and making use of (3)–(5), and (8), the following
rules for updating the model are obtained:

αt :=


ητ if pt > qτon,t(xt)
η(τ − 1) if pt < qτon,t(xt)
0 if pt = qτon,t(xt)

, (10)

αi := (1− ηλ)αi for i < t, (11)

bt := bt−1. (12)

According to the previous description, given a stream of
samples (xt, pt) and the aforementioned learning rules, there
are three parameters to assess in order to have the on-line
quantile model completely defined. These are η (the learning
rate), σ (the kernel parameter) and λ. We note that, while
the original role of λ was tuning the bias/variance balance
(see (4)), in the on-line version this parameter only affects
the memory of the model, that is, the rate at which a certain
αt0 tends to zero for t > t0. Actually, according to (11), this
effect is given by the product ηλ, which can be considered as
a forgetting factor. If ηλ = 0 the model does not forget the
information captured from any past samples, regardless how
old the sample is. If ηλ is too large, the model forgets too
quickly, making it impossible to capture other relationships
different from qτon,t(x) = b0.

Another issue has to do with the expansion length. Accord-
ing to (8), the number of terms in the expansion grows linearly
with t, increasing the computational memory requirements. To
avoid this, [19] proposes expansion truncation by dropping
the oldest samples, given that the αi coefficients decrease
with time as (1− ηλ)t. For example, considering a forgetting
factor ηλ = 10−5, a certain coefficient αi falls by 99.5% after
530.000 time steps. Another option is to explore the extent to
which the contribution of certain samples to the model can
be approximated by linear combinations of the contribution of
another samples, so that not every sample must translate into a
new term in (8). This idea is the base of the method proposed
in [22], where a discussion on several sparsification methods
can be found.

The choice for b0 has relatively low impact on the model
performance as long as the learning process occurs success-
fully within the span of x before test. However, specific choices



for b0 may entail additional advantages in specific situations.
In this work, we propose:

b0 = Qτtrain, (13)

where Qτtrain is the (non-conditioned) quantile τ of the wind
power time series during a training set. The rational for this
choice is that, in case of a long sequence of missing data,
the forgetting process makes the quantile estimates tend to the
non-conditioned quantile, which actually represents a classical
reference model in wind power forecasting (referred to as
climatology). Hence, in such situations, the model would still
perform as a reference. This property also applies to regions
of the span of x where data are observed with low frequency
(rare or extreme events).

For illustrative purposes, Fig. 2 shows the on-line model of
the median, qτ=0.5

on,t (x), obtained at different time instants.
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Figure 2. Quantile τ = 0.5 of the expected wind power conditioned to the
forecast wind speed for different time instants (simulation for η = 0.05,
λ = 1.61e− 03 and σ = 1).

III. EXPERIMENT SETUP

The case-study consists in one real wind farm from the
Global Energy Forecasting Competition (GEFCOM 2012 -
first wind farm) dataset, which is freely available in [23].
Three years of data are available and consists of historical
power measurements and weather predictions extracted from
the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts
model (ECMWF) with hourly time resolution.

In this study, a number of time series covering a six-month
period were considered. The involved variables are:
• wind power generation {pt}
• wind speed forecast, {ŵst}
• wind direction forecast, {ŵdt}
• time of day, {ht}
The wind power is referred to the nominal power, so that

the power records belong to the interval [0, 1]. The rest of the
variables were standardized (zero mean and unit variance) in

order to put all predictors on a common scale. Standardizing
is a common practice in forecasting as it helps remove the
impact of the variable scale on the regression process. In view
of (6), this step is deemed to be of particular importance, since
different predictor scales may hamper the optimisation of the
parameter σ. It is also noted that the two last variables are
circular variables.

Six models were implemented according to the learning
strategy (off/on-line) and the regression variables contained
in xt (see Table I for details and nomenclature). Each model
actually comprises 19 quantile regression submodels, with
τ = {0.05, 0.10, ..., 0.95}.

Because forecasts of wind speed and direction are provided
each 12 hours in the GEFCOM dataset, the time lag between
the availability of the forecast xt and the observation pt varies
from one hour to 12 hours, according to the time of the
day. This means that, for the case of the off-line model, the
prediction horizon follows a similar scheme (i.e. the prediction
horizon is 1 hour for daytime 13:00, 2 hours for daytime
14:00, and so on up to 12 hours for daytime 00:00). However,
for the on-line model, even when the same reasoning for
the lag between xt and pt holds, it should be noted that
the expansion given in (8) entails that quantile forecasts for
time t were generated by a model that has already assimilated
(learned from) the sample (xt−1, pt−1), making the prediction
horizon equal to one hour for every daytime because the
previous power observation must be available. Taking all that
into account, the described benchmark exercise should be
considered for a prediction horizon of one hour ahead.

TABLE I. REGRESSION VARIABLES OF THE DIFFERENT MODELS

Model ŵst sin(ŵdt) cos(ŵdt) sin(ht) cos(ht)

M(1)
off x

M(2)
off x x x

M(3)
off x x x x x

M(1)
on x

M(2)
on x x x

M(3)
on x x x x x

Concerning the model parameters, ten values for σ and λ
were considered, giving 100 potential configurations for each
of the three off-line models. For the case of the on-line models,
this number rose up to 500, since five learning rates were also
considered. The considered parameter values are:

• σ ∈ [1 · 10−2, ..., 1 · 101] , in logarithmic scale
• λ ∈ [3.47 · 10−2, ..., 3.47 · 10−5] , in logarithmic scale
• η ∈ [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1]

The optimal values were picked up through k-fold cross-
validation with three folds. The performance of the models
was evaluated in terms of Continuous Rank Probability Score
(CRPS). The CRPS provides an average performance of how
well probabilistic forecasts compares with observations. This
criterion associates lower values to better performances, zero
being the best mark possible. The CRPS is given by:



CRPS =
1

N

N∑
t=1

∫ ∞
−∞

(Ft(p)−Hpt(p))
2
dp (14)

where Ft(p) is the predicted cumulative distribution function
for time t, Hpt(p) is the Heaviside function located at the
observation pt, and N is the number of evaluated forecasts.
For the case of quantile regression models, the CRPS can be
estimated from a set of quantiles using the loss function from
(5) [24].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, several results obtained from the experiment
described in Section III are provided and discussed.

A first set of results has to do with some aspects of the
training process of the models, specifically the computational
time1 and the robustness of the employed algorithms. Table II
shows the averaged computational time in hours, tc, employed
to train a single configuration of the model (i.e., 19 quantile
submodels for specific values of the model parameters). It is
reminded that there are 100 configurations for each off-line
model (ten values for λ by ten values for σ) and 500 for
each on-line model (100 by five learning rates). Interestingly,
on-line models required computational times two orders of
magnitude lower than off-line models, which represents a
clear advantage of the former. We note in passing that the
computational time (specially for the off-line approach) was
found to grow notably with the time length of the dataset,
this being the reason why the experiment was limited to a six
month period.

For the case of the off-line models, the optimization through
interior-point method resulted unsuccessful in some cases.
This fact could be attributed to singularities when combining
specific model configurations with the available data that
may cause ill-conditioning that often prevents the standard
Cholesky factorization from getting an acceptable approximate
solution. The percentage of theses cases is reflected by Break
in Table II. While a lack of robustness was found for M(1)

off , an
important decrease of Break was observed when the problem
was unfolded over higher dimensions (higher number of pre-
dictors). On the other hand, the simplicity of the mathematical
formulation behind the on-line model prevents such type of
problems, resulting in higher robustness in comparative terms.

TABLE II. COMPUTATIONAL TIME AND BREAKS OBSERVED DURING THE

TRAINING PROCESS.

Off-line On-line

tc (h) Break (%) tc (h) Break (%)

M(1)
on/off 4.65 63% 0.05 -

M(2)
on/off 3.70 7% 0.05 -

M(3)
on/off 3.35 1% 0.06 -

1 Results for an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU 3.40 GHz with 8GB of RAM.

Next, results concerning the forecasting performance of the
models are provided. Fig. 3 shows the results attained for the
best configuration of the six models. Straight lines represent
the CRPS obtained for the three off-line models, M(i)

off for 1 ≤
i ≤ 3), while curves were employed for the case of the on-line
models, reflecting the dependency with the learning rate.
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Figure 3. Performance of the off-line models (straight lines) and on-line
models (dotted lines). For the on-line models, the filled dot represents the
minimum CRPS.

Concerning the results obtained for the off-line models, it
can be seen that adding more variables improved systemat-
ically the performance. It is also observed that the on-line
models overcame the off-line models with no exception. In
addition, the following remarks should be noted:

i The minimum CRPS values obtained for the three on-line
models (that is, the three filled dots in Fig. 3) are very
similar, reflecting that adding more information did not
contribute to a better performance.

ii Increasing learning rates provided, regardless the on-line
model considered, better results up to a certain point,
in such a way that the optimal learning rate was found
to be η = 0.5 in all the cases. Considering (10) and
that the objective variable (normalised wind power, pt)
ranges between 0 and 1, such learning rate is likely to
entail large modifications at each time step of the quantile
models qτon,t(xt) in the surroundings of xt (the notion of
surroundings is related to the kernel width).

iii The optimal values for σ were found to be very low (see
Table III above), which translates into very wide kernel
widths (see (6)).

Motivated by these facts, a detailed analysis on the models
was performed. This analysis revealed that on-line models
actually were not capturing reliable underlying relationships
between inputs and outputs with smooth variations over time.
Instead, the modelled relationships between inputs and quan-
tile forecasts were found to be arbitrary functions experiment-
ing strong fluctuations at each time step, according to the last
forecast error committed. This behaviour could be expected
from the observed large learning rates and large kernel widths.



The reason why this behaviour resulted in a better performance
could be due to the fact that the models were able to exploit
the error correlation. Error correlation means that the forecast
error of the model at time t is likely to be very similar to
the forecast error at time t + 1. This effect derives from
wind power correlation, which is a well-known phenomenon
observed within a few hours in wind power dynamics [25].
In addition, the fact that the on-line learning algorithm was
built on the basis of the stochastic gradient descent (i.e. the
minimisation of the last forecast error committed) is likely
to strengthen this effect. Taking all that into account, it is
understandable that the obtained optimal parameters, that is,
those providing the best performance, were those allowing
such behaviour of the models.

To our knowledge, a fair comparison between off and on-
line models cannot be performed unless (i) the off-line model
is designed to capture power correlation as well (for instance,
adding pt−1 as predictor), or (ii) the on-line model is prevented
from exploiting error correlation. In view of the computational
cost associated to off-line training, the second choice was
adopted. With this purpose, the kernel expansion described
in (8) was replaced by:

qτon,t(xt) =
t−12∑
i=1

αik(xi, x) + bt−12, (15)

It is important to note that equation (15) restricts the on-
line learning process in the sense that, in order to generate the
power forecast for time t, the model has assimilated samples
only up to time t−12. However, it is important to mention that
samples (xt, pt) employed to feed the new models are exactly
the same than those employed to train the other models. In
other words, placing conditions on the kernel expansion does
not necessarily translates into a larger prediction horizon,
which is given in this case by the time lag between the
availability of forecast xt and time t. Consequently, and
following the reasoning given in section III, the benchmark
prediction horizon remains at one hour.

Three new on-line models (referred to as M(·)
on+12) were

implemented according to (15). Now, reliable relationships
between inputs and outputs evolving smoothly over time were
obtained. Table III compares M(·)

on and M(·)
on+12 models by

showing optimal parameters and performance.

Concerning the model parameters, a remarkable reduction
experimented in the optimal learning rate and kernel width
can be observed. This is in good agreement with the afore-
mentioned comments. In terms of model performance, results
show that, once the error correlation effect was avoided, the
model performance decreased notably, as it could be expected.
Interestingly, the new on-line models still overcome the off-
line models, as it can be observed from the last column,
showing the improvement over the off-line model (IoOff). The
IoOff is defined as follows:

TABLE III. COMPARISON BETWEEN MODELS M(·)
on AND M(·)

on+12

σ λ η CRPS IoOff

M(1)
on 0.0215 3.4674 ·10−3 0.5 5.62 50.35%

M(2)
on 0.0100 7.4703 ·10−3 0.5 5.63 46.07%

M(3)
on 0.0215 7.4703 ·10−3 0.5 5.62 41.76%

M(1)
on+12 0.2154 1.6092 ·10−4 0.01 10.22 9.71%

M(2)
on+12 0.2154 3.4674 ·10−5 0.01 9.58 8.24%

M(3)
on+12 0.2154 7.4703 ·10−4 0.05 8.84 8.40%

IoOff = 100
CRPS(M(·)

off )− CRPS(M(·)
on/on+12)

CRPS(M(·)
off )

(16)

Results also show that, similar to what was observed for the
off-line models, adding more predictors contributed to a better
modelling (the CRPS evolved from 10.22 to 8.84), while the
improvement with respect to the off-line model was slightly
reduced (from 9.71% to 8.40%).

For illustrative purposes, Fig. 4 shows the probabilistic
forecasts provided by the best off-line model, M(3)

off (top), on-
line model, M(3)

on (middle) and on-line model with limited
kernel expansion, M(3)

on+12 (bottom) during a one week period.
It can be appraised how correlated data led to a bad modelling
for the case of model M(3)

on , which shows important fluctuations
in the obtained probabilistic forecasts, and how this effect was
removed by acting on the expansion length (model M(3)

on+12).

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work presented the first application of the linear
quantile regression in the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space
(RKHS) to the wind power probabilistic forecast problem. It
explores the RKHS framework for modelling the non-linear
mapping between wind speed and power with a simple linear
quantile regression model.

Two versions of the model (off-line and on-line) were
implemented and tested for a real wind farm. Results showed
the superiority of the on-line approach in terms of perfor-
mance, robustness and computational cost. Additionally, quan-
tile regression in RKHS was deemed suitable for problems
with multi-dimensional explanatory variables, as the models
provided better probabilistic forecasts when power quantiles
were conditioned to all the available variables (wind speed
forecast, wind direction forecast and time of the day).

An important remark has to do with the optimisation of the
on-line learning process. It was observed that, in the presence
of correlated data (as wind power generation data), the on-
line learning strategy may tend to exploit this feature instead
of capturing reliable underlying relationships between inputs
and outputs. This followed as a consequence of combining the
stochastic gradient descent algorithm together with correlated
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Figure 4. Probabilistic forecasts provided by the different models during one
week.

data. Modellers should be aware of this effect in order to give
proper interpretation to the obtained models and the related
performances. Potential solutions to this problem were also
described in the paper.

The following topics will be covered in a future work: (a)
implementation of the models within the framework of opera-
tional wind power forecasting, and benchmark with reference
quantile regression models, (b) development of non-gradient
based on-line learning methods, and (c) time-adaptive tunning
of the model’s hyperparameters.
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